. 11 8 11 11 11 13 The react1ons ( B, B), ( B, C) and ( B, N) were studied at 86 MeV as a technique for the mass measurement and spectroscopy of exotic nuclei.
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The known limit of particle stability of neutron-excess nuclei extends far beyond the region accessible to nuclear spectroscopy in conventional light-.
. d ed . 1 10n 1n uc react1ons.
With the (t,p) reaction, nuclei only two neutrons removed from stable targets can be studied, whereas on the neutron deficient 1 3 6 side of stability three and four neutron transfers are possible by the ( He, He)
. 4 8 and ( He, He) reactions. Comparable transfers to neutron-excess nuclei are made possible by heavy-ion reactions. Here we present the first results on a reaction f 3 . . h (11 8 ) . 26 d 28 . bo or n str1pp1ng -t e B, B react1on -on targets of Mg an S1, th
to provide a precise measurement of the mass-excess of the TZ = 5/2 nuclide 29 Mg for comparison with theoretical mass predictions, and to study the feasibility of using 3n transfer for studies of nuclear structure. The reactions 26 11 13 24 26 11 11 26 . Mg( B, N) Ne and Mg( B, C) Na also lead to exot1c nuclei currently the object of nuclear model calculations, 2 and these were studied simultaneously. background may have confused the interpretation of earlier attempts to study this .
4) react1on.
These problems are alleviated by using a magnetic spectrometer, which can give higher precision than counter telescopes for mass measurements.
For the experiments reported here the Berkeley QSD spectrometer was used to 26 28 . detect the reaction products arising from the bombardment of Mg and S1 The low cross section for 3n transfer follows the trend of high energy 3 heavy-ion reactions of favoring the transfer of bound clusters. However the selectivity of the reaction shows that some correlation is still present. T e react~on appears to proceed by ~rect trans er In addition to 8 s, the reaction products 11 c and 13 N were clearly identified (see Fig. 1 ) and the Q-values permitted all three ground states to be encompassed by the 25% energy bite of the focal plane detector. A spectrum for the 26 11 13 24 . . Mg( B, N) Ne react1on 1s shown in Fig. 3(b Fig. 3(a -12- 
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